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Abstract. Digitalization is penetrating absolutely all areas of activity. Approaches are changing not only in the management of production, services, and enterprises but also in the organization of the daily life of the population. There are more and more digitized data, computer technology is constantly improving and becoming more complex, the Internet is becoming ubiquitous, and digitalization technologies are being introduced into more and more new areas of human activity. The digitalization of the economy leads to the penetration of technology not only into the work environment but also into the personal space of each person. The digitalization of society and the economy is changing the structure of employment of the population. A successful life and career in a digital society require digital knowledge and skills. Therefore, the ability to apply these technologies is of particular importance. Digital curators will be able to teach the population to use digital technologies in everyday life. A digital curator is a new profession for society and at the moment their training has begun only in some regions of Russia. Educational programs for the training of highly qualified teachers who will train consultants in the development of digital competencies of the population (digital curators) do not currently exist. The article is devoted to the description of the new master’s program “Education in the field of training digital curators”.
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1 Introduction

Russia has developed a standard for a new profession - digital curator. A digital curator is a consultant in the field of formation of digital literacy of the population, a consultant on new or already used information technologies in the digital society. It is planned that
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the training of the profession in Russia will take place at specialized sites. However, the question arises: who will train digital curators? There is no definite answer to this question yet.

Since the digital curator is a new profession of the digital society and at the moment their training has begun only in some regions of Russia, educational programs for the preparation of highly qualified teachers who will train consultants in the field of digital development competencies of the population (digital curators) do not currently exist.

However, in the country and the region, a vector of modernization is defined in the list of the main directions of innovation in the field of education: “Development of new methods of adaptive, practice-oriented and flexible educational programs, new profiles (specializations) of training in the field of vocational education, ensuring its modernization, the formation of the human and scientific potential for the digital economy” [1].

2 Training of Pedagogical Personnel for Training Digital Curators

2.1 Relevance

In 2020, the teachers of the North Caucasus Federal University began the development of a new master's program in the field of education in the field of training digital curators. This master's program is fully integrated into the innovative activities of the country and the region.

The relevance and relevance of the master's program are due to the growing need of society for highly qualified competent teachers [2], professionally proficient in educational and digital technologies and ready at a high professional level to carry out diversified activities to train digital curators in the context of modern trends in the digitalization of society and education [3].

2.2 The Purpose and Concept of the Educational Program

The concept of the program is to create conditions for the training and development of pedagogical personnel who have the professional competence of a teacher, in-depth special and fundamental knowledge in the field of digital technologies, who know the ideology of a digital society and are willing to carry out activities in the field of training digital curators [4].

The mission of the educational program is to contribute to the formation of a new generation of professionals for the digital economy, effectively meeting the requirements of modern digital society, ready to adapt to the changes taking place in it.

The purpose of the educational program is to form and develop the information and technological competence of digital curators, in the transfer of special and fundamental knowledge in the field of digital technologies, in the preparation of professionals who know the ideology of the digital society and are ready to carry out professional activities in it.

The master's program is focused on the Federal State Educational Standard of Higher Education 3 ++ in the direction 44.04.01 Pedagogical education, professional standards
"Teacher" and "Consultant in the development of digital literacy of the population (digital curator)" [5, 6, 7].

The formation of the necessary professional competencies of future teachers who can solve professional tasks for the training of consultants in the development of digital literacy of the population will be carried out with the help of the developed methodological support of the program, based on a set of active teaching methods and the use of modern educational and information technologies, including technologies e-learning. Thus, thanks to the introduction of a new master's program "Education in the field of training digital curators", the problem of training teachers who can train consultants in the field of developing digital competencies of the population (digital curators) will be solved.

Training digital curators will help meet the demand for a new profession that has emerged in today's digital society. The purpose of preparing for the professional activity of the specialist in question is to educate in the use of digital technologies and online services in different spheres of life of various groups of the population. Specialists of the new profession will advise the elderly and other segments of the population: how to use Internet resources, how to make electronic payments, how to conduct banking transactions using a computer. They will be able to teach the population how to manage the paperwork in electronic form and much more.

The approved professional standard "Consultant in the development of digital literacy of the population (digital curator)" [5] sets out the requirements for the professional competence of a digital curator (necessary knowledge, skills, labor actions). A digital curator (qualification level 6) must be competent not only in the field of digital technologies but also in the field of age-related pedagogy and psychology, information protection issues, have pedagogical skills, and know modern teaching methods and technologies. Only a highly qualified teacher can train a specialist by these requirements.

The new master's program, announced for development and implementation, will make it possible to form the competencies necessary for master's students to carry out pedagogical activities in the field of training digital curators. Among the competencies formed by undergraduates are:

- can design pedagogical activities in the field of training digital curators;
- can transfer professional knowledge of working with existing digital resources used by citizens to consultants in the field of digital literacy of the population;
- can organize his professional activity and teach how to organize work with the population in the information space of digital curators;
- can transfer knowledge and experience in professional activities for effective interaction and training of older people to digital curators.

It should be noted that university teachers who train undergraduates in the disciplines of the new educational program, in the course of their professional activities, will additionally acquire competencies that allow them to become experts of the Qualification Assessment Centers and Examination Centers in the field of assessing the qualifications of digital curators.
3 The Structure, Content of the Educational Program, Technologies, and Teaching Methods

The structure of the developed master's program includes target, content, and organizational sections.

The target section of the program includes a description of the goals and objectives. The goal of training for master's programs is in-depth professional and fundamental training of highly qualified teachers who are ready for organizational, managerial, research, and teaching activities in the modern digital society. The main task of the program is to form the necessary competencies among graduates of the master's program to solve the professional problems of training consultants in the field of developing digital literacy of the population (digital curators). Description of the goal and objectives of the program, an expanded description of the professional activities of graduates, an expanded list of competencies acquired by undergraduates, the planned learning outcomes of undergraduates are set out in the description of the general provisions for the educational program of the magistracy.

The substantive section of the master's program includes curriculum, schedule of the educational process, UMKD: curriculum of academic disciplines, lecture courses, methodological recommendations for practical studies and independent work, practice programs, programs, and requirements for intermediate and final state certification, funds of assessment tools [8-10].

The developed program consists of an educational and methodological complex of disciplines, distributed over the following modules:

M-1. Pedagogy of vocational education and training of digital curators:
- Fundamentals of pedagogy and andragogy;
- Developmental psychology and developmental psychology;
- Pedagogy of communication;
- Pedagogical support of professional training of digital curators;
- Theory and methods of teaching ICT in vocational education.

M-2. Foundations of the digital society:
- Legal foundations of the digital society;
- Electronic services of the digital society;
- Technologies for organizing personal digital space;
- Information security in the digital space;
- Introduction to IoT technologies;
- Foreign language in a digital environment;
- Digital services and social networks.

M-3. Technologies of professional activity of digital curators:
- Introduction to the profession “Digital Curator”;
- Modern practices of adult education on the basics of digital technologies;
- Organizational and methodological support for the activities of digital curators;
- Technologies for providing advisory and information services to the population;
- Technologies for the development of digital competencies of the population;
Hardware and technical support of the client's digital space.

The educational and methodological complex of the educational program also includes programs and guidelines for practices.

Organizational section: description of the system of conditions for the implementation of the educational program: human, financial, material and technical, information and methodological resources.

The courses declared in the program are copyright and are based on the analysis of the requests of the Russian educational policy in the field of training digital curators.

During the implementation of the educational program, the use of modern educational technologies, information and distance learning technologies, and online learning technologies is envisaged.

The effectiveness of online learning is achieved using active technologies and teaching methods. Active teaching methods used in the implementation of the educational program are aimed at performing a variety of creative tasks, solving problem situations, and finding the necessary information. The teaching of students is accompanied by the support and control of the teacher-tutor, through the dialogue between students and the teacher in the online mode. Interactive methods, when solving the problems posed in the course, are based on the joint work of students, the exchange of knowledge, the interaction of students and teachers. For the implementation of the educational program, it is envisaged to use such interactive teaching methods as discussion, educational training, solving practical problems, project activities, case technologies, gaming technologies, and others. In the process of online training, virtual seminars are organized in the format of a forum, online counseling of students, and assessment of the results of their work on the distance learning platform [11-13].

For the educational program, a package of methodological materials has been developed, including author's lectures and presentation materials, video lectures, tasks for practical implementation and methodological recommendations for them, cases (for the analysis and solution of practical situations), assessment materials of various types (computer tests, questionnaires, creative and project tasks, etc.) [14-16].

The master's program is compiled following federal and professional standards, as well as priority areas for the development of the country and the university.

4 Results

The Master's program "Education in the field of training digital curators" is designed for in-depth training of graduates with basic knowledge in the field of pedagogy and digital technologies, capable of conducting research and teaching activities in the modern digital society.

The formed information and technological competencies of the graduates of the educational program can be used by them to carry out a new type of activity - a teacher in the field of training digital curators, which meets the requirements of the digital economy and contributes to ensuring the stability of citizens in the information and telecommunication infrastructure of the Russian Federation.
Based on the fact that the program for the development of the digital economy, and in general, and the digitalization of modern society and education is a relatively new direction, the proposed educational program is a timely author's project, although certain disciplines and topics cannot be called completely new.

5 Conclusion

The new master's program will be in demand in the information society for many years, will solve the problem of training pedagogical personnel in the region, satisfy the needs of the digital society and increase the information literacy of the population.

Each teacher decides for himself whether or not to use technological innovations such as augmented reality, virtual reality, information and communication technologies, web quests, webinars, various forms and distance learning methods. But at the same time, it must be remembered that the task of higher education is not only to give knowledge, to form skills and abilities, as well as competences, but the main thing is to teach how to learn, i.e. to give a start in life to a professional who is not afraid of new tasks, is able to creatively solve any problem and have a creative approach to non-standard situations. Such experts will help to raise the economy and implement national development programs and road maps [17-19].
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